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INTRODUCTION

Functionally and structurally important amino acids can be deduced from their

level of conservation in families of homologous proteins. The conserved amino acids

are usually involved in enzyme activity, ligand binding or protein–protein interac-

tions, or are buried in the protein cores.1 A single sequence is unable to convey the

wealth of evolutionary information regarding conservation. Determining the level of

conservation2–5 at each amino acid site requires aligning families of homologous

sequences and considering factors like amino acid occurrence frequency, stereochemi-

cal, or physicochemical properties, substitution matrices, phylogenetic trees, and the

probabilistic models underlying the evolution.

It is well observed that families of homologous sequences usually share common

three-dimensional folds.1 Indeed, many successful homology modeling methods6–8

are based on this observation. Therefore, it is expected that protein structures should

contain common evolutionary information shared by their homologous sequences.

Recent studies show that the protein structure is more than a mere scaffold for posi-

tioning residues. It has been shown that B-factors (or atomic mean-square displace-

ments),9–12 motional correlations in structure,9,11,12 and the locations of catalytic

residues13–15 can be derived directly from the atomic coordinates of protein back-

bones without any additional assumptions about the protein models.

Here we report that evolutionary information regarding conservation at the resi-

due level can be quantitatively extracted from a single structure. We show that gener-

ally, the sequence conservation profiles closely resemble those of packing density of

the structures. Our results indicate that protein structure exerts such strong con-

straints on the evolvability of each residue that the profile of sequence conservation

essentially reflects that of the structure.

RESULTS

Comparison of the weighted contact number and the conservation
profiles

The weighted contact number (WCN) is the number of contact atoms at an

amino acid site, weighted by the inverse square separation between residues repre-

sented (see METHODS). The WCN basically describes the packing density of a pro-

tein structure. The larger the WCN of a residue is, the more packed its environment.

The conservation score of a protein is based on the evolutionary rate of each residue,

computed using the evolutionary relations among homologous sequences and the
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ABSTRACT

The knowledge of conserved

sequences in proteins is valua-

ble in identifying functionally

or structurally important resi-

dues. Generating the conserva-

tion profile of a sequence

requires aligning families of ho-

mologous sequences and having

knowledge of their evolutionary

relationships. Here, we report

that the conservation profile at

the residue level can be quanti-

tatively derived from a single

protein structure with only

backbone information. We

found that the reciprocal pack-

ing density profiles of protein

structures closely resemble

their sequence conservation

profiles. For a set of 554 non-

homologous enzymes, 74%

(408/554) of the proteins have a

correlation coefficient > 0.5

between these two profiles. Our

results indicate that the three-

dimensional structure, instead

of being a mere scaffold for

positioning amino acid resi-

dues, exerts such strong evolu-

tionary constraints on the resi-

dues of the protein that its pro-

file of sequence conservation

essentially reflects that of its

structural characteristics.
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probability of residue replacement (see Methods). The

conservation score is defined as such that the smaller the

conservation score is, the more conserved the residue is.

We compared the reciprocal weighted contact number

(rWCN) profile of a structure with the corresponding

conservation profile for the data set of 554 nonhomolo-

gous enzymes (Supporting Information Table S1; also see

DATA). Enzymes were selected because they are among

the most well studied proteins. The Pearson’s correlation

coefficient was used to quantify the correlation between

the rWCN and the conservation profiles. The distribution

of the Pearson’s correlations is shown in Figure 1. Quali-

tatively, the results show that the residues of larger

WCNs (or in more packed environments) are more con-

served than those of smaller contact WCNs (or in less

packed environments). The results are not surprising,

since it is well known that the core residues of a protein

are generally more conserved and the surface residues

tend to be more variable.1,16 The average correlation

between these two profiles is 0.57. There are 408 out of

554 proteins (i.e., 74%) that have a correlation coefficient

> 0.5.

Some examples are shown in Figure 2: the rWCN and

the corresponding conservation profiles of three enzymes:

transaldolase B (PDB ID: 1ONR:A), phosphofructokinase

(PDB ID: 1KZH:A) and aconitase (PDB ID: 1FGH:A).

The excellent agreements between the profiles indicate

that the conservation profiles of the sequences essentially

reflect their structural characteristics. The minima of the

profiles, i.e., the more conserved regions, overlap

extremely well. For reference, we marked the catalytic

residues in the figures, all of which are located at the

bottoms of the wells of both profiles. Recent studies

show that the catalytic site residues tend to be located in

regions of high packing density15 or lie in close proxim-

ity to the structure centroids.13,14 The protein centroids

are known to be usually close to the regions of high

packing density.12,17 Therefore, our results provide a

simple interpretation for these observations: since the

conserved residues are usually located in the more packed

environments, the catalytic residues, which are among

the most conserved residues, are also most likely found

in those environments.

We expect that our results are quite general and should

be applicable to proteins other than enzymes, since, in

terms of structure and sequence, enzymes do not differ

much from other proteins. However, as examples, we

compare the conservation and the rWCN profiles of sev-

eral non-enzyme proteins. Their results are shown in Fig-

ure S1 in the Supporting Information. Their correlation

coefficients range from 0.78 to 0.59.

Protein flexibility and sequence conservation

The B-factors, or the atomic mean-square displace-

ments, describe protein flexibility. The atomic thermal

fluctuations depend in a certain degree on their environ-

ments. When in more packed environments, the atoms

are expected to have smaller thermal fluctuations (or

smaller B-factors). On the other hand, when the atoms

are in less packed environments, they are expected to

have larger thermal fluctuations (or larger B-factors).

Indeed, studies show that atomic contact numbers and

B-factors are quantitatively related to each other.10,12

Furthermore, it is reported that the B-factors of the pro-

tein backbone are conserved both at family and super-

family levels.18 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that

the B-factors of a structure should have a certain degree

of correlation with its sequence conservation profile. We

computed the correlations between the B-factors and the

conservation scores for the 544-protein data set. The dis-

tribution of the correlations is shown in Figure 3(a). The

B-factors do correlate with the corresponding conserva-

tion scores, although their correlations are much weaker

than those of the WCN’s. Two examples are shown in

Figure 3(b,c). The conserved residues tend to be more

rigid (i.e., have smaller B-factors), while the variable resi-

dues tend to be more flexible (i.e., have larger B-factors).

Since the contact number and B-factors have been shown

to be closely correlated with each other,10,12 the conser-

vation of catalytic residues is also expected to be associ-

ated with their contact number and their B-factors.

Evolutionary coupling between subunits

There are 316 multichain structures in the 544-protein

data set. For a multi-chain structure, the rWCN profile

of a specific chain (or subunit) can be calculated in two

ways: the WCNs are either computed using only one par-

ticular subunit, or the WCNs are computed using all the

subunits of the structure. If the conservation profile of a

given subunit agrees better with the rWCN profile com-

puted using only that particular subunit, it is reasonable

Figure 1
The distribution of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the

sequence conservation and the rWCN profile for the data set of 554

enzymes.
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to assume that the evolution of the subunit is only

weakly coupled with or is independent of the other subu-

nits. On the other hand, if the conservation profile of a

specific subunit agrees better with the rWCN profile

computed using all the subunits of the structure, one will

expect that the subunit may be evolutionarily coupled

with the other subunits.

In our study, we observed both cases: 128 structures in

the former and 188 in the latter. Two examples are pre-

sented. The structure of dihydrodipicolinate reductase

(1ARZ) is composed of four identical subunits [Fig.

4(a)]. The correlation coefficient of 1ARZ:A is 0.18 if

only chain A is used to compute the WCNs [Fig. 4(b)],

but becomes 0.72 if all four chains are used [Fig. 4(c)].

Figure 2
Comparison of the rWCN profile (black line) and the conservation profile (dotted line) of a, 1ONR:A, b, 1KZH:A, and c,1FGH:A. The empty

circles mark the catalytic residues. Both the rWCNs and the conservation scores are normalized to their respective z-scores.
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Figure 3
(a) The distribution of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the sequence conservation and the B-factor profiles (empty bar) for the data

set of 554 enzymes; also shown for comparison is the distribution of the correlation coefficients between the conservation and the rWCN profiles

(solid bar). Comparison of the B-factor profile (black line) and the conservation profile (dotted line) for b, 2DLN:A and c, 1PZ3:A. The B-factors
are normalized to their corresponding z-scores.
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Figure 4
(a) The structure of dihydrodipicolinate reductase (PDB ID: 1ARZ) consists of four identical chains—each chain is rendered in different color.

Comparison of the conservation profile (dotted line) and the rWCN profile (solid line) of 1ARZ:A computed using (b) a single chain and (c) 4

chains. The interface residues are marked by the black solid squares. The interface residues are determined following the approach of Porollo and

Meller.36
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The X-ray structure of 1ARZ shows that there are four

subunits interacting with each other extensively to form

a 16-stranded b-barrel.19 These results suggest that the

subunits may be evolutionarily coupled to the chains.

Note that each subunit has two catalytic residues, and

they are close to the protein interfaces. Both catalytic res-

idues at the interface come from one subunit. They are

within 3.6 Å from each other and one of them (K163) is

located at the interface between two subunits.

Another example is sialyltransferase CstII (PDB ID:

1RO7), which consists of four identical chains [Fig.

5(a)]. The correlation coefficient of 1RO7:A is 0.58 when

computed using only chain A [Fig. 5(b)], but it drops to

0.17 when all four chains are used [Fig. 5(c)]. The X-ray

structure of 1RO7 shows that its active site (each mono-

mer has four catalytic residues) is not at the interface

between monomers of the tetramer, and that oligomeri-

zation does not play a direct role in catalysis.20 These

results suggest that the evolutionary coupling among the

chains of 1RO7 may be relatively weak.

A recent study by Weng and Mintseris21 on transient

and obligate protein–protein interactions showed that the

interface residues of obligate complexes tends to evolve

at slower rate (i.e., more conserved), allowing them to

coevolve with their interaction partners. But in transient

complexes, the interface residues are less conserved, thus

leaving little room for correlated mutations across the

interface (i.e., there is less evolutionary coupling). These

are consistent with our results—as shown in Figures 4

and 5, the interface residues of 1ARZ (marked by black

solid circles) are among the more conserved residues of

the protein. In contrast, the interface residues of 1RO7

(marked by black solid circles) are among the less con-

served residues of the protein.

When the size of the interface between the subunits is

small, we expect that the correlation coefficients will be

similar regardless how we compute the rWCN profiles,

i.e., with a single subunit or with all subunits. This is

indeed the case, as shown in Figure 6(a). However, when

the size of the interface is large, the discrepancies

between correlation coefficients become large [Fig. 6(b)].

In the case of single chain protein with multiple

domains, the rWCN profile of a domain can be com-

puted in two ways: with one domain or with all of the

domains (i.e., the complete chain). We found that the

correlation coefficients are in general better if the rWCN

profiles are computed with all domains (Fig. 7)—there

are 388/478 (81%) of the domains having a higher corre-

lation coefficient. This result suggests that the domains

of a single chain protein in most cases evolutionarily

coevolve with each other in our dataset, though further

study is required. Two examples are shown in Figure 8.

Galactose oxidase 1GOG:A has three domains according

to the SCOP classification. These domains are closely

packed together. The correlation coefficient of its C-ter-

minal domain (SCOP ID: d1goga1) computed using all

domains is 0.86 [Fig. 8(a)], but its correlation coefficient

becomes almost 0 when using only one domain [Fig.

8(b)]. The most significant difference in correlation coef-

ficients occurs in the loop 574–591. Inspecting the struc-

ture of 1GOG:A, we found that this loop deeply inserts

into the center of a 7-bladed beta propeller of the do-

main d1goga3. Another example is hexokinase 1DGK:N,

which has four domains according to the SCOP classifi-

cation. The correlation coefficient of its mammalian type

I hexokinase domain (SCOP ID: d1dgkn3) with WCN

computed using all domains is 0.28 [Fig. 8(c)], but its

correlation coefficient increases to 0.58 when using only

its hexokinase domain [Fig. 8(d)]. The most significant

difference in correlation coefficients occurs in the region

from residue K549 to G593. This region has little contact

with other domains—there are only three residues (L734,

D895, and K899) from the other domain (SCOP ID:

d1dgkn4) within 4 Å of this region.

In summary, the protein’s WCN profile, together its

conservation profile, do help shed some interesting new

light on the evolutionary relationships among the subu-

nits or domains. However, further study is required.

DISCUSSION

Protein evolution is under functional and structural

constraints. It is known that protein function depends on

a folded conformation and that homologous sequences

have similar structures, i.e., they share a common three-

dimensional fold. Therefore, it is expected that the three-

dimensional fold will exert significant constraints on the

evolvability of the residues of a protein. Our results show

that the conservation profiles of protein sequences closely

resemble the corresponding rWCN profiles. This is re-

markable: on one hand, the WCN profile, computed

directly from atomic coordinates of Ca atoms, does not

use any explicit information of amino acid sequence,

while, on the other hand, the sequence conservation pro-

file is computed based only on amino acid sequences.

Hence, our results suggest that the protein structure

exerts such strong evolutionary constraints on the resi-

dues of the protein that its sequence conservation profile

of a protein essentially reflects its structural characteris-

tics, i.e., the rWCN profile.

Furthermore, our results provide a straightforward ex-

planation to the recent observations that active sites resi-

dues are usually found at the regions of high packing

density15 or close to the structural centroid,14 and that

they usually have lower B-factors.22 These can be under-

stood through the quantitative relationship between the

structure packing and sequence conservation.

Recently, Jernigan coworkers23 studied on the relation

between protein’s sequence entropy and its contact num-

ber. It is remarkable that, for a dataset comprising 130

proteins, Jernigan-Lustig got a near perfect correlation

C.H. Shih et al.
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Figure 5
(a) The structure of sialyltransferase CstII (PDB ID: 1RO7) consists of four identical chains—each chain is rendered in different color. Comparison

of the conservation profile (dotted line) and the rWCN profile (solid line) of 1RO7:A computed using (b) a single chain and (c) 4 chains. The

interface residues are marked by the black solid squares.
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coefficient between contact number and sequence en-

tropy. However, this was not done for individual residues

of a single protein but done with sequence entropy aver-

aged over all residues of all proteins in the dataset within

each density bin and with outlying values removed. They

emphasized that the average procedures are necessary

because ‘‘contact number for single residues of a single

protein does not necessarily correlate well with the

sequence conservation at the site’’.

We applied Jernigan–Lustig’s sequence entropy method

to their dataset and our dataset to compute the correla-

tion between the sequence entropy and the contact num-

ber profiles for individual residues. In Jernigan–Lustig’s

work, sequence entropy is calculated from a sequence

alignment set generated by BLASTP from the query

sequence and packing density is the number of residue’s

CA atoms within a 9 Å. For the larger dataset comprising

554 proteins, Jernigan–Lustig’s method yielded 1% (7/

554) of proteins with a correlation coefficient > 0.5,

while ours 74% (408/554). Jernigan–Lustig’s method gave

an average correlation coefficient 0.29, significantly lower

than ours 0.57. For the smaller dataset comprising 130

proteins, Jernigan-Lustig’s method yielded 2% (3/130) of

proteins with a correlation coefficient > 0.5, while our

method yielded 69% (90/130). Jernigan–Lustig’s method

gave an average correlation coefficient 0.31, compared

with ours 0.55. These results show that Jernigan–Lustig’s

method could not establish a quantitative correlation

between the protein’s conservation profile and its packing

density profile on the residue level.

One of the problems with Jernigan-Lustig’s approach is

that their sequence entropy does not properly describe

the level of residue conservation. Jernigan-Lustig’s

sequence entropy is computed using the pairwise

sequence alignment generated by BLASTP from the query

sequence. Though there is no standard way to compute

residue conservation, to properly address the level of resi-

due conservation one needs to start from multiple

sequence alignment.2,3,24–26 Another problem with Jer-

nigan-Lustig’s method is the use of CN to represent

packing density. As shown in recent studies,12,27 WCN

provides a more realistic description of packing density

than CN. We repeated Jernigan-Lustig’s calculations with

WCN replacing CN for the 554 protein dataset. We

Figure 6
The label "c. c. (all)" on the X-axis denotes the correlation coefficient

with the rWCN profile computed using all subunits, while "c. c.

(subunit)" denotes those computed using the given subunit. a,

comparison of the correlation coefficients when the ratio between the

interface area and the exposed area of the complex is less than 5%; b,
comparison of the correlation coefficients when the ration between the

interface area and the exposed area of the complex is larger than 10%.

The definition the interface area follows that of Porollo and Meller.36

Figure 7
Comparison of the correlation coefficients of single domains with the

rWCN profile computed in two different ways, i.e., given each point (x,

y), x is the correlation coefficient with rWCN computed using only one

domain (hence, labeled as Domain-based), while y is the that computed

using the whole single chain (hence, labeled as Chain-based).
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obtained a result of 147/554 of proteins having a correla-

tion coefficient > 0.5. This result is much better than

Jernigan-Lustig’s original result; however, it is still signifi-

cantly lower than our result: 408/554.

An interesting question is whether sequence diversity

will affect the correlation coefficients. To check the effect

on sequence diversity on the correlation, we compare

two examples: phosphofructokinase (1KZH:A) and deox-

yhypusine synthase (1ROZ:A), each computed with two

sets of alignment sequences. The first set is generated

from our standard procedure, while the second set con-

sists of highly homologous sequences with sequence iden-

tity > 90%. In both examples, the correlation coefficients

decrease: 1KZH:A decreases from 0.81 to 0.38 and

1ROZ:A from 0.79 to 0.28.

In conclusion, our main result is the establishment of

a close correlation between a protein’s conservation pro-

file and its packing density profile on the level of individ-

ual proteins. We believe our findings will inspire further

study on issues like why a packing density profile can be

so similar to a sequence conservation profile residue by

residue or how much evolutionary information is hidden

in a single structure, and will open a new way to study

the evolutionary coupling among the subunits or

domains of proteins.

METHODS

Protein packing is described using weighted contact

number.12 The weighted contact number (WCN) of an

atom is the sum of the inverse square of the distances

between it and other atoms. It is different from the usual

contact number (CN), which is simply the number of

Figure 8
The galactose oxidase 1GOG:A has three domains according to the SCOP classification. Comparison of the rWCN profile (solid line) and the

conservation profile (dotted line) of its C-terminal domain with WCN computed using a, all domains (correlation coefficient � 0.86) and b, only

that domain (correlation coefficient � 0). The hexokinase 1DGK:N has 4 domains according to the SCOP classification. Comparison of the profiles

of its mammalian type I hexokinase domain with WCN computed using c, all domains (correlation coefficient � 0.28) and d, only that domain

(correlation coefficient � 0.58).
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neighboring atoms within a certain cutoff distance.10

Formally, we define the WCN as

wi ¼
XN

j 6¼i

1

r2ij
ð1Þ

where rij is the distance between Ca atoms of residue i

and j and N is the number of residues. The WCN profile

is normalized to the corresponding z-scores as: (wi 2 w)/

rw, where w and rw are the mean and the standard devi-

ation of WCN of the sequence, respectively. The recipro-

cal of the WCN profile is used to compare with the

sequence conservation profile. Note that the WCN is

computed using only Ca atoms.

Sequence conservation profiles

The sequence-specific conservation scores are com-

puted following the protocol of CONSURF.28 The

advantage of this method is that it takes into account the

stochastic processes underlying the evolution process and

that it relies on the phylogency of the sequences. This

method goes as follows: first, a given sequence’s homolo-

gous sequences are retrieved using PSI-BLAST29 from

the SwissProt database.30 Then, the redundant and

related sequences are removed using CD-HIT.31 A multi-

ple sequence alignment (MSA) of the homologous

sequences is then performed using MUSCLE.32 Next, the

MSA is then used to build a phylogenetic tree using

Rate4Site33 based on the neighbor joining algorithm.34

Finally, the position-specific conservation scores are com-

puted using the empirical Bayesian method33 and are

smoothed over a 5-resdiue window. The conservation

scores are normalized to their corresponding z-score so

that the average is zero and the standard deviation is

one.

Dataset

We selected 554 enzymes from Catalytic Site Atlas

2.2.1135 under the criteria that they had less than 25%

pairwise sequence identity and their X-ray structures had

less than five missing residues. These 554 proteins are

listed in the Supporting Information Table S1.
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